Smoothieboard wiring diagram

This is a step-by-step guide to connecting your board to the various components of the CNC
mill machine, configuring everything, from the beginning to actually milling material. This guide
is a community effort, and this page is a Wiki. Please don't hesitate to edit it to fix mistakes and
add information, any help is very welcome. The boards come pre-flashed. With a basic
configuration file installed on the SD card, no preparation is needed before you can connect
Smoothieboard to your computer and start interacting with it. A good first step is to connect
your board to your computer to familiarize yourself with it. This allows you to add, copy, edit or
delete any file you'd like. Already present on the SD card is a file named "config". This file
contains all of the configuration options for your board and is read when you start or reset your
board. You edit the configuration simply by editing this file in a Text Editor , saving it and
resetting the board. No need to recompile or flash the board. The SD card can also be used to
flash a more recent version of the firmware to your board, see where to get the binary file and
how to flash it via the SD card. It can also be used to store and play G-Code files, see Player.
USB Mass Storage is not the only thing you get when you connect the board. The CDC Serial
interface is the interface host programs like Pronterface use to allow you to interact with your
machine. If you are already familiar with it, you can try connecting right now and get an answer
from the board. If not, we explain it all later in this guide. Before you start wiring your machine's
elements to the board, there are several things you need to keep in mind and be careful about
during all of the assembly. Always make sure the polarity is correct when wiring in power inputs
coming from the Power Supply. Reversed polarity can damage or destroy all or part of your
board. Double check. On older versions of the board, markings are partially hidden by the
connector, making it confusing. Rely on only the diagrams. To check the polarity of your power
source, attach your multimeter probes to the two wires of your power source respectively. The
main labeled VBB power input has a reverse polarity protection, however, it will not hold
forever. As soon as you notice something is wrong, turn the power supply off and check again.
Never disconnect or connect stepper motors from the stepper motor drivers while the board is
powered i. The drivers have very good protection against most possible problems and are very
hard to destroy accidentally. But it is possible. Be careful that nothing metallic ever touches the
board while it is powered on. Falling screwdrivers, nuts and bolts can cause shorts and destroy
the board. Check the board before powering it on. Do not press the reset button with anything
metallic, as you could slip and cause a short, use a plastic screwdriver or the like. Always check
the schematic before connecting power sources coming from the Power Supply to the board.
Connected to the wrong connector can destroy components. A common example of this
problem is plugging a power input cable, into the connector for an output, or plugging the limit
switches in backwards. Make absolutely sure of your connections using crimps or screw
terminals, from wires to any type of connector, are very careful and well done. Connections to
the stepper motors for example lost while the machine is running can destroy your board. In the
case of the VBB power input, be careful. On some boards, the marking on the boards may be
hidden by the connector itself, so for VBB, do not rely on the markings on the board, but on the
diagrams on this page. However, if you did not get your connectors soldered, and want to
solder a 3. This is very hard to prevent if it happens even in normal conditions. Ethernet, on the
other hand, does not have this problem: save yourself the trouble, and use Ethernet right away.
It's very nice. See Network for information on how to set it up. If you receive a bad board, you
will get a replacement. But if you destroy your own board, your only options will be to fix it
yourself which can be quite difficult , or get a new one. This is why it is very important you make
sure you do not destroy your own board. Smoothieboard is reasonably protected, but there are
still things that will destroy it. The general idea is: if a part of the board gets too much power, it
will get destroyed. Here are some common mistake users do that cause the board to get too
much power and die:. The general idea here is: always make sure everything is clean, and
double-check everything before turning the power on. You can not learn by making mistakes
here, as mistakes will likely cost you your board. Electrostatic discharge can also destroy your
board : make sure you properly ground everything. For a good read about safety, you can refer
to the RepRap Wiki documentation on the subject. Without power, your board can not do much.
The board uses power to move stepper motors, and power heating elements, fans, and others.
Make sure you use a Regulated Power Supply , make sure you connect the ground wire for the
mains to the power supply, and if it has a fan, make sure it has sufficient space around it to let
air flow and cool it appropriately. To wire the power supply unit to mains wall AC power , make
sure you connect the right colored wires to the right connectors on the PSU. The 3 connectors
are "live", "neutral" and "ground". Once the wires connected to the PSU, make sure none of
your computers is doing something important like a system upgrade. Then turn that button ON.
If your house loses power, you did something wrong. Ground your printer's frame by
connecting it to the Earth terminal on your power supply. Your board needs two sorts of power

to work : V power to turn motors, heat hotends, etc, and 5V power to power the microcontroller
the brain. You need to connect wires from it to the Smoothieboard to provide power. By
convention, black sometimes brown wires are used for ground, and red sometimes orange,
white or yellow wires are used for power connections. It is recommended you setup an
emergency stop button on your machine, so that in case of a problem, you can easily and
quickly turn the machine off. For information on how to do this, please read EmergencyStop.
The motor's position can then be commanded to move and hold at one of these steps without
any feedback sensor an open-loop controller. Because they work by steps, and you can
accurately control how many steps you move in each direction, stepper motors are a very
practical way of moving things to a desired position. This makes them great for most CNC
applications. Smoothie comes with stepper motor drivers designed for bipolar stepper motors,
with a maximum current rating of 2 Amps. Bipolar stepper motors have two poles bi-polar. Each
pole is connected to two wires. That's 4 wires coming out of your stepper motor. These have to
be connected to your Smoothieboard. Each stepper motor driver on the Smoothieboard has 4
connections to that effect. Stepper motor drivers are labeled M1, M2 etc â€¦. The tricky thing is
often to find out which wires connect to which poles. If you just wire things at random, you have
a chance it will work, but let's be scientific about it. Several methods:. Now to connect the wires
to the Smoothieboard. Let's call one coil A, and the other coil B. It doesn't matter which is
which. Polarity also doesn't matter, all it changes is the direction the motor turns, and you can
change that in the configuration file. Once your stepper motor is properly connected to your
Smoothieboard, it is ready to be controlled. In this example, a stepper motor is connected to the
M1 driver, and power is provided to VBB the main power input. If you want to use larger stepper
motors than the Smoothieboard's drivers can handle 2A max , you need to use external stepper
drivers. You can find detailed information on how to wire an external stepper motor driver to a
Smoothieboard in the External driver appendix. The first thing you have to do is tell the stepper
motor drivers what is the current rating for your stepper motors is. To drive the stepper motor
correctly, the driver has to know the motor's current rating. Each stepper motor model has a
precise current rating. You can drive your stepper motor at a lower current, which will make it
more silent, but also less powerful. But you can not drive the motor at a higher current than it is
rated at. This would cause overheating, and possibly skipped steps. The rating is often written
on your stepper motor's label see picture on the right. If it is not, you can get it by googling the
stepper motor model number, or by contacting your seller or manufacturer. Once you have the
correct rating, you can set the corresponding parametr in the configuration file. Smoothie has a
funny way of naming stepper motor drivers. Instead of naming them X, Y or Z, because this
makes no sense in non-cartesian robots like delta robots, we name the drivers using Greek
letters so they are arm application agnostic :. Now, as described in the "Unboxing" paragraph,
connect the board to your computer, open the "config" file with a text editor, and change the
configuration value for each stepper motor driver to the correct value. For example, if your
alpha stepper motor has a current rating of 1. Do this for each stepper motor you have to
connect to the board. If you have a Cartesian robot, see which motor connects to which stepper
driver in the array above. If you use another type of arm solution, see the specific
documentation. A stepper motor driver operates in steps. It moves a certain number of steps in
one direction, then a certain number of steps in another. You think in millimetres. You want your
machine to go to a certain position in millimetres, then another position in millimetres. You
need Smoothieboard to convert the millimetres you ask of it, into steps the stepper motor driver
understands. That conversion depends on your exact arm solution. The most common, and the
simplest, is the Cartesian arm solution, and it is the one we will focus on here. Documentation
for other arm solutions can be found separately. In the case of a Cartesian arm solution, you
simply convert a certain number of millimeters to a certain numbers of steps. It is now time to
test your stepper motors. For this you will need to use host software like Pronterface or the web
interface. Now connect to your Smoothieboard over the serial interface. Power your machine on
by plugging the PSU into the wall. Now you need to move an axis to make sure the stepper
motor is turning in the right direction. Your X axis will move. If it moved to the right, great!
Everything is fine, and you have nothing to change. If it moved to the left, you need to invert the
direction of that axis. You do this by editing the configuration file, and inverting the direction
pin for that stepper motor driver :. This is for your axes. Save the config file, reset the
Smoothieboard, connect again using Pronterface. Now the axis will move in the right direction.
If you have a moving bed in the Y axis for example, as opposed to a moving tool, be careful :
what matters is the direction of the head relative to the bed, not the direction of the bed relative
to the machine. Basically, if an asymmetrical object looks like the model when it is printed, then
your Y axis is correct, otherwise you need to change your configuration. End-stops are small
interrupters that you put at the end of each of your axes. When you boot your machine up,

Smoothie has no way of knowing the position of each axis. When it starts a print, Smoothie
moves the axis until it touches that interrupter, and when it is hit, it declares that that is position
0 for that axis. And does so for all axes. This allows Smoothie to then precisely know where
everything is relative to that initial position. It is quite convenient as it saves you the hassle of
actually moving the machine into that position when you want to start a print. Automation is
great. However, end-stops are not necessary, you could do without them. They are just so
convenient that most machines use them. This will concentrate on the most common type of
end-stops : the mechanical ones. Other types exist like optical or hall-o sensors, see the
dedicated appendixes for those. Mechanical end-stops are simple interrupters : when not
pressed, they do not let the current pass, when pressed, they let the current pass. By
connecting a digital input pin on the Smoothieboard to the interrupter, and connecting the other
side of the interrupter to Ground, the Smoothieboard can read whether or not it is connected to
Ground, and therefore whether or not the end-stop is pressed. You want to connect the Signal
green in the schematic and Ground blue in the schematic pins for the end-stop on the
Smoothieboard, to the C and NC connection points on the end-stop. For each endstop, we
connect C to Signal and NC to Ground because this means the digital input pin endstop
connector will be connected to Ground in it's normal state and cut from Ground when the
button is pressed. This approach is less prone to noise than the reverse. See here for more
information. Another positive effect of this approach is, that if a wire breaks for some reason
you get the same signal as if the endstop is pressed. That makes sure that even with a damaged
wire you are not able to overrun the endstop. Depending on your wiring that may fries your
smoothieboard instantly or when the switch gets pressed. There is a wiring where this not
happens and you switch the signal between VCC and GND, but if you're not careful enough you
damage your board. You want to connect your X end-stop to the X min pins, Y end-stop to the Y
min pins, and Z end-stop to the Z min pins. The default configuration most probably already has
everything you need : the pins are already correct and the default speeds are reasonable. To do
this, reset your Smoothieboard, then connect to it using host software like Pronterface or the
web interface. Now in Pronterface, home one axis by clicking the small "home" icon for that
axis. Begin with X, then Y, then Z. If your axis moves until it hits the end-stop, then stops when
it hits it, moves a small distance back, then goes a bit slower back to the end-stop and stops,
that end-stop is working fine. On the other hand, if the axis moves a small distance in the wrong
direction, then stops, you have a problem : your Smoothieboard always reads the end-stop as
being pressed. So when you ask it to move until the end-stop is hit, it reads it immediately as
pressed and stops there. Another problem can be that the axis moves and never stops, even
after the end-stop is physically hit. This means your Smoothieboard actually never reads the
end-stop as being pressed. There is a command that allows you to debug this kind of situation :
in Pronterface, enter the " M " G-code. Use a combination of this command, and manually
pressing end-stop, to determine what is going on. If an end-stop is read as always pressed, or
never pressed, even when you press or release it, then you probably have a wiring problem,
check everything. If an endstop is read as pressed when it is not, and not pressed when it is,
then your end-stop is inverted. You can fix that situation by inverting the digital input pin in
your configuration file. For example if your X min endstop pin is inverted, change :. It holds the
end mill or drill bit, makes it turn and remove material. While manual control is sometimes fine
turn it on before starting your G-code, off when you are done , it is so much neater to have
G-codes to control it automatically : simply put an ON G-code at the beginning of your G-code
file, and a off G-code at the end of your G-code file, and you don't have to think about it
any-more. First thing you need to do is choose which component on the Smoothieboard is
going to choose to control your Spindle. Mosfets are present on-board, but have limited current
capacity up to 12A and need to be protected by a diode when controlling a motor. For more
information about SSRs, see this appendix. You have to connect your PSU to the power input
connector for those FETs, and connect your power consuming element be it heating element,
spindle, etcâ€¦ to the power outputs of those same FETs. Heater elements however do not have
a polarity, so you do not have to worry about polarity on the outputs. If you are using another
output element like a Peltier or a Spindle, you need to be careful to respect the polarity for the
outputs too. For information see the Solid State Relay Appendix on this page. There is an
alternative however. If you solder the pins for those, and connect a jumper to those pins,
closing the circuit to VBB the stepper motors power input , allowing you to take the power from
those MOSFETS from the same place as the stepper motors do. Here is a recapitulating table to
help you find that out :. If you need to choose the power speed of your Spindle, you can do so
because the output is configured as PWM. To get more accurate RPM control, you can use a
feedback sensor. This can be optical or a hall effect sensor, which senses the rotation of the
spindle. There is no PID autotuning for spindle parameters currently. You can use the following

process to manually tune the PID:. Some manual tuning may be needed after this. Test speed
changes using the M3 command and try loading the spindle to see if it reacts fast enough to
load changes. Smoothie now supports drilling canning cycles, using the Drillingcycles module.
However, if you do not want to use the module, there are solutions to convert those into
"normal" G-codes :. Printing, milling or cutting from the SD card on Smoothieboard is easy.
First, you transfer your gcode files to the card. You can do this by moving the SD card to your
computer and copying the files to it or simply copy the files to the card when it mounts on your
desktop. If it isn't mounting automatically, you are probably running Linux and have automount
disabled. You can change that or manually mount it. The other option is to use the built in Web
Server if you have installed the RJ45 connector and an ethernet connection to the board. You
can upload files to the SD card with this convenient Web interface. Once connected, enter help
to get a list of supported console commands. If you use Pronterface with your 3D printer, you
can use its built-in serial terminal feature - just prefix serial commands with an " ". So, once
connected to smoothie send " help " and it will list all of the available commands. You can find
more information about using the play command here. If your Smoothieboard came with
connectors, you got connector casings, and crimps. You will need to attach your crimps to your
cables, and then insert the crimps into the connector casings. Please be careful and patient, if
you have never done it before you will probably fail a few times before getting the hang of it.
Also be careful to insert the crimp into your connector the right way around. If the total of the
current used by your motors is more than 2Amps for example two 1. However, if your total
current is less than 2Amps, you can wire both motors in parallel to a single driver. To do so,
find for each stepper motor, which wires match which coils, and wire the same coils into the
stepper motor connections on the Smoothieboard two wires per connection, one from each
motor, for each pin. If when you test it, the two motors turn in reverse, you need to reverse one
of the coils of one of the stepper motors, and they will start turning in the same direction. You
also need to set a current value for that driver that matches the total current your two motors
will be using. For example if the motors are each 0. If you need to drive two motors with a single
axis, but the total current used for the motors is more than 2Amps for example two 1. In this
case, you will need to use one driver for each of your motors. This means you need a
Smoothieboard with one more stepper motor driver than you have axes. To enslave a driver to
another, you will need to connect the control pins for both drivers together. For example if you
want the epsilon M5 driver to be the slave to the gamma M3 driver you will need to connect :.
First, set the current value for both drivers. For example if you are using beta and delta set :.
Then, you need to make sure that none of the step, dir and enable configuration values for your
slave stepper motor driver, are present in the configuration file. For example if you are using
gamma as a slave, make sure that none of the following values are present in the configuration
file :. If they are, remove them. The logic pins that control the stepper drivers are broken out on
all 5 axes to 1x4 pin headers found near each driver on the board. These pins or their
equivalents are found on most external stepper drivers. Note that Smoothie is 3. See pinout and
pin usage to find free pins. All loadouts of Smoothieboard 3x, 4x, 5x can control 5 external
stepper drivers using these ports. The presence or absence of a built in driver will not affect the
external driver. This shows control of an external driver using the pins on the positive side of
the external driver's input. Please note, if your external driver requires 5V, that Smoothieboard
only provides 3. Two solutions to this : either use a level shifter or use the Smoothieboard's
pins as Open-Drain ie linking to ground instead of linking to 3. Here, the 5V is taken from an
endstop input's positive terminal, taken to the 5V inputs on the external driver. You will also
need to change those pins to be open-drain. To change a pin from being normal to being
open-drain, you add a o to the pin's number. For example :. Reprap Discount has a nice external
driver called the Silencio. However, you can also simply wire it to Smoothie's external driver
connectors. Note the colors maybe different on your cable. No big deal though, you simply need
to swap the step and enable pins in the configuration file. Additionally, you need to invert by
adding a! The big mosfets on the Smoothieboard can handle up to 12Amps. Sometimes that's
not enough. Say you want to control a big spindle, a gigantic heated bed, or a tesla coil. Simple
as that. In the case of TemperatureControl , where you use the SSR to control a heating element
for example, there is a catch. SSRs have a low maximum frequency they can be switched at.
You need to specify that frequency or Smoothie will drive it way too fast. In this example, the
maximum frequency is 20Hz. Here are the two lines to change :. For example, you have a board
that has two connectors on the Z axis, but you want to connect two motors to the Y axis which
has only one connector. If you run into trouble, something doesn't work as it should, head over
to the Troubleshooting page for a list of common problems and means of diagnosis. You can
also contact the Community for help if you can't find an answer in the documentation. The
defaults in the config file are sufficient for testing. You'll probably want to turn down the

acceleration, however. This'll allow you to jog your motors and see whether you've wired and
configured everything correctly. All software bellow either knows how to interface with, or how
to generate g-code for, Smoothieware. CNC Mill Guide. Fold Unfold. Polarity Always make sure
the polarity is correct when wiring in power inputs coming from the Power Supply.
Disconnecting Never disconnect or connect stepper motors from the stepper motor drivers
while the board is powered i. Shorts Be careful that nothing metallic ever touches the board
while it is powered on. Use the right connector Always check the schematic before connecting
power sources coming from the Power Supply to the board. Crimping Make absolutely sure of
your connections using crimps or screw terminals, from wires to any type of connector, are
very careful and well done. Markings In the case of the VBB power input, be careful. Destroying
your board If you receive a bad board, you will get a replacement. Like the 5V line, or an
end-stop or thermistor input for example. Problems with the 5V or 3. Shorting v to anything else,
which is essentially the same as plugging it into a place you are not supposed to see above.
This can happen by dropping a metal object onto the board, bad soldering, loose wires,
un-protected wires, etc â€¦ Using an inductive load like a motor, fan or solenoid on a MOSFET,
without a diode across see Fan documentation. Be careful If it does not, immediately turn the
PSU off. Check polarity, and check all the connections are strong and properly done. Wiring a
stepper motor to a stepper motor driver. Pin for alpha stepper direction. Moving bed If you have
a moving bed in the Y axis for example, as opposed to a moving tool, be careful : what matters
is the direction of the head relative to the bed, not the direction of the bed relative to the
machine. Wiring a basic NC endstop You want to connect the Signal green in the schematic and
Ground blue in the schematic pins for the end-stop on the Smoothieboard, to the C and NC
connection points on the end-stop. Do not use the jumpers to power a heated bed for example,
as it uses much more than 4A. Spindle control Switch module switch. Web interface Another
option is to use the Web interface mentioned above. This tutorial is a good read about crimping
properly. Patience Please be careful and patient, if you have never done it before you will
probably fail a few times before getting the hang of it. Wiring an external driver with a common
cathode This shows control of an external driver using the pins on the positive side of the
external driver's input. GPIO pins are taken to the positive inputs on the driver, and the ground
is shared. Wiring an external driver with a common anode Here, the 5V is taken from an endstop
input's positive terminal, taken to the 5V inputs on the external driver. Pin for alpha enable pin.
This example shows using P 1. Smoothieboard pinout. Smoothieboard pin capabilities. Click
here to edit contents of this page. Click here to toggle editing of individual sections of the page
if possible. Watch headings for an "edit" link when available. Append content without editing
the whole page source. If you want to discuss contents of this page - this is the easiest way to
do it. Change the name also URL address, possibly the category of the page. Notify
administrators if there is objectionable content in this page. Something does not work as
expected? Find out what you can do. General Wikidot. Note : hardware PWM is available only on
pins 2. Feedback input pin must be Port 0 or 2, meaning the pin number must be 2. The
Smoothieboards are numerical fabrication controllers designed to run the Open-Source
Smoothieware firmware, by a community of volunteers. All Smoothieboards are designed to run
on the most powerful hardware in their price range at the time of their conception, to be easy to
expand for new and adventurous uses, to be easy to develop on, and to be simple to use for
normal users. This page lists the different boards, you can find more information in each
Smoothieboard's dedicated page :. More information on the Smoothieboard v1 page. Currently
being designed, see here. Because v2 is being developed by awesome volunteers, we have no
timetable or planned release date, so please stop asking. It's essentially just enough to run a 3D
printer with no heated bed, a small laser cutter or a CNC router, while still giving you the v2
experience. No extra goodies. An overpowered version of v2, for experimenting with
intergalactic features and use on high-end machines. Show pagesource Old revisions
Backlinks. Smoothieboards The Smoothieboards are numerical fabrication controllers designed
to run the Open-Source Smoothieware firmware, by a community of volunteers. They come into
a range of different versions, with different feature sets and advantages. This page lists the
different boards, you can find more information in each Smoothieboard's dedicated page : v1.
Smoothieboard v1 has been the first released Smoothieboard and has received several updates.
It has gone from an experimental project to a widely used and acclaimed system. The successor
of the v1 board in the version 2 line of Smoothieboards. Standard expansion ports with a series
of plug-and-play boards. A minimalistic version of the v2 board, designed to be as inexpensive
as possible. Many standard expansion ports with a series of plug-and-play boards. Except
where otherwise noted, content on this wiki is licensed under the following license: CC
Attribution-Share Alike 4. It can be used for Smoothieboards as well in most regards. I am going
to explain and set it up to work as a new controller in my Ultimaker 2 clone with a single

extruder. I am not going to go into the hardware of the board, aside from the need to connect
relevant cables. In order to install the drivers for MKS Sbase v1. Note: You do not want to use
MKS firmware as it is redacted. Always use firmware from Smoothieware. If confused about the
name "Repository", then just look at it as a folder of files. Click the file and click the Download
in Github and save it somewhere on your computer, then extract it to a folder. Immediately the
D7 led lights up. After a bit D1 also starts lightning while D2 and D3 blinks rapidly. Just delete
the firmware. Powercycle your printer also unplug USB and you can see your new firmware.
Note: After making any changes to your config. You can use the edge firmware which is
eseentially a realease candidate, which has more features, but also might contain some errors.
This goes beyound this Instructables. Configuring Smoothieware is done in a single config. The
firmware settings are updated by power-cycling the printer or sending a reset command to it.
This compared to Marlin with a very large amount of sketches files we need to keep track of and
modify - see Photo for settings the printer I'm actively upgrading here! There are some less
obvious differences between Marlin and Smoothieware, where the most notable are:. As you
might have gathered, the Smoothieware firmware is based on 2 files. A firmware. There is a base
config. The Config file can also be named without the. You can pick the one that most resemble
your printer, like Delta or Cartesian. I'm just going with the basic Config. First make a backup of
your config. Disable " Word wrap " as it might confuse you some. Also remember to take your
microstepping multiplier into account. Multistepping jumper is placed in upper right corner. You
can make your own comments by writing at the start of your line and then your text. This is very
usefull to remember what something is about. My Ultimaker is very well tuned, so you might
have much lower setting - or higher if using a Delta. It is located almost at the upper right corner
with 16 32 next to it. The pins are named J3. Note: Do not change any jumper with power on.
Including connected USB cable. There is really not much to it. You need to have some 4 pin XH
2. You can use dupont as well, but they tend to fall out. If you need to hook up some external
motor controller , you can do it using the pins just below the big heatsink over the drivers. This
is a good idea in case when you need to make changes. This is not the case for Delta printers.
Take note of the! Go back and modify this later as needed instead of swapping around the
cables, which you can't do, if you use the proper connectors in any case. I have set my Z-motor
to 0. I have uncommented two settings here: extruder. One thing of note here is the current for
our delta driver , which translates to our Extruder 01 motor. My Extruder motor is rated at 2. I
want to give it some juice, but not running it too hot, so I'll put it at 1. I am running a 5. I do
change the type of thermistor used. I am using E3D hotend, which comes with a Semitec
thermistor, so I need to change that. We do need to configure this, but we cant really do it at this
stage since we need everything setup first. In Smoothiware the command is M E0 S60 to test at
60c. I did a test at 60 and then Again at with new values. In order to actually connect our
thermistor we take a look at our pins image to figure out where we connect it. I have made a
small comment in the config. Below chart looks rather unorderly, but is listed as left to right on
the controller-board. It is listed on the board itself, which makes it not as bad as it might seem.
There was no comment to clearly state the start of the heated bed section, so I made a start
comment Heated bed temperature control configuration to match the start of hotend section.
You might need to change the Thermistor to the appropriate type for your setup. Nothing else to
it really. I could do it by turning signals down to 20 according to smoothiewares site , but I
honestly don't know how to do a PID tuning of my Heated-bed? This is the large screw-terminal
right next to power input. This sections looks very confusing at first glance, but it really not bad,
when you first figure out how it is ordered. Lets setup homing direction for our Ultimaker style
printer. We know it homes to X min, Y max and Z max. This translates to:. We do not use X max,
Y min and Z min endstops, so lets disable those, by typing nc, which translates to N ot C
onnected. Test output by issuing a M command to it. This looks different than when using
Marlin, so instead of triggered , you get an 1 if the endstop is signalling a hit. If you get a false
positive you need to revert the endstop signal by adding an! You can see how I removed the!
Hint: Just don't focus on 1. The Ultimaker 2 homes to Z max and it really just takes ages for it to
home if you keep it at its default. I actually had double this in Marlin, but want to test it out a bit,
before raising it, since I just changed my heated bed to something heavier. I upped these well,
especially for my Z axes. If you want to configure your printer with a static address instead, you
simply type in the IP address and subnet mask here. Note: Do disable any networking service
you do not use, aa it will open a security breach where people might take over your machine.
Especially disable Telnet if you do not use it. I hoped it helped you get started, or helped you
decide wheter to make the leap for Smoothie-type boards and Smoothieware or stay away. I
believe I have fullfilled the purpose of this Instructables by getting started using the Sbase 1. I
allready did setup a Hotend Temperature and -fanswitch 2 switches , which I will cover in an
upcoming Instructables. In case nobody is figuring out how to connect fans to the board.

Connect the wires to the green blocks at the bottom left of the board. Use P2. Check smoothie
docs for info. I have the mks gen 1. Question 10 months ago. Question 1 year ago on Step The
problem i am facing here when we are assembling a 3d printer having a h base moving belt
controlling system. As u all know the two x and y motors should move together to control the
movement steady for one axis but my motor which controls x is not attaining the power to run
the belt tension so can u please tell me how i can resolve the problem by changing any
configuration or any thing please help me thank you. Question 2 years ago. Hi All, Awesome
instructable, thanks Dintid. It has help me so much by giving me a better understanding of how
3D printers work. So much more to learn I'm a 3D printer newbie and I have an Anycubic Kossel
Delta Linear Plus with a dead mainboard straight out of the box long story , printer has never
worked. I need some direction or guidance with the installation and configuration of the board
for my printer. So the original board has 2 power input from the power supply to the mainboard,
one to power the board and the other the heated bed. Just to clarify P2. If so, is there only 1
power input for this MKS Sbase 1. Also if anyone can help me with a Smoothieware config file
for a Anycubic Kossel Delta Linear Plus that would help me out so much. Many thanks in
advance. GREAT instructable, perhaps i missed the section, but i see taht i cannot comtrol my
part cooling fan. I also have this board and would like to use it wirelessly as I have the wifi
module for this board. I use Simplify3D and it has a network config but have never used it. Are
you connected with Ethernet cable to the Mks Sbase board? Any advice would be appreciated.
Answer 2 years ago. I never used mine wired up. I just used SD card, but you might get it to
work by sending prints over directly, although I wouldn't expect a lot. The networking parts on
Smoothieware is rather limited, where prints are disrupted if you connect to web gui during
print and it's slow. But if you could send prints directly from S3D it would skip the copy to SD
step :. Is anyone succesfully printing from the SD card in the SBase? My set-up cannot access
the files I loaded on there. It obviously does read the card, as the config and firmware files work.
Reply 3 years ago. The Micro SD is not meant to store. I was hoping to set it up to work over the
LAN port, I thought it was a means to get files from other computers in the network to the
machine, to the sd card, because I heard printing from the screen SD card is not very stable. I
have had multiple prints quit on me after several hours , I am looking to fix that. I didnt manage
to get my external sd working, so using internal micro sd has been my only way of printing. I
upload through usb takes a while , but otherwise there are no problems for me printing from
micro sd. Reply 2 years ago. Now I am using the microSd thats on board the sbase. Reliability is
ok now. Make sure to reset printer after every print to avoid crashes. Waiting to transmit the stl
via the terminal program is a real PITA.. Im really having a hard time to get a stable connection
to my sbase.. Im using windows 7, could it be a good idea to use something like octopi on a
dedicated orange pi or something.. Thx for this very good an detaild instruction! Tried different
versions of the new smoothieware. After install and reboot everything is working as expected
until I try the homing function. The axis moves to endstop 3wire with VGS and when it first hits
it does not do correct second homing and evertime i try to move axis manually there is some
squeezy noise from the steppers until I reset the electronics. After hours of searching in config
and web. I finally tried the firmware provided on the makerbase. Any idea of this
missbehaviour? By dintid BeTrue3D. More by the author:. About: I'm blogging about my
projects before they make it to Instructables. What this is not going to be: I am not going to go
into the hardware of the board, aside from the need to connect relevant cables. More advanced
setup? Using Switches. Installing firmware Firmware from MKS are just and old copy of
Smoothieware, so we always just want to use the newest version from Smoothieware. In other
words: always use firmware from Smoothieware. If you can't find config. Download official
firmware from Smoothiewares firmware page which is a subpage on their own Github page you
might want to download their full github repository folder in order to find their config. When
everything is working fine, you can use the Nightly version instead. Your SD Card is now going
to show in your file-Explorer. If not, you need to make sure you have the Drivers installed. If you
can't find the config. I have changed nothing on my win And nothing bad has happened the past
year. The D7 lights up, shortly after D1 follows. At this point, the firmware. Changing or
Updating firmware Just delete the firmware. Obvious difference from Marlin Configuring
Smoothieware is done in a single config. No clear pattern is in place. Note: This is a template
and not just something to put in and use. Configuring firmware First make a backup of your
config. I'm adding a line to the start of the file: Ultimaker 2. External Motor Controllers If you
need to hook up some external motor controller , you can do it using the pins just below the big
heatsink over the drivers. Extruder setup I am not using the original extruder, so my numbers
will be different here!. Delta driver current One thing of note here is the current for our delta
driver , which translates to our Extruder 01 motor. I'm not changing the pins or connector we
use, but stick to the default. Thermistor type I do change the type of thermistor used. When you

are ready to do it, the command is slightly different than with Marlin firmware. Hotend
thermistor - physical layout In order to actually connect our thermistor we take a look at our
pins image to figure out where we connect it. Default connector for hotend thermistor is the one
named TH2 on the board. TH1 is P0. Hot-bed is P2. Thermistor Type You might need to change
the Thermistor to the appropriate type for your setup. Default connector for heated bed
thermistor is the one named TH1 on the board. Below chart looks rather unorderly, but is listed
as left to right on the controller-board Hot-bed is P2. This translates to Software endstops in
Marlin. I have changed it to something fitting for my subnet. Yours might be looking different. I
can now connecto to the printer using both a standard internet browser or using Pronterface. I
have kept telnet enabled as I want to see what options it gives me. This is it for now! We should
by now have a functional printer, albit some tuning is stillneeded. Participated in the Robotics
Contest View Contest. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Tinfoil Embossed
Artwork by cfb70 in Woodworking. Reply Upvote. Answer Upvote. Reigen KP Question 1 year
ago on Step DannyT73 Question 2 years ago. CustomC Question 2 years ago. Heya CustomC, I
never used mine wired up. MarcoB 2 years ago. Dear all, anyone can suggest me how to
connect the fan, it's not clear to me.. HugoW 3 years ago. Thanks, Hugo. HugoW dintid Reply 3
years ago. RobertsV2 HugoW Reply 3 years ago. AndiH19 RobertsV2 Reply 2 years ago.
RobertsV2 AndiH19 Reply 2 years ago. AndiH19 2 years ago. Repairing electrical wiring, more
than some other house project is all about security. Install an outlet appropriately and it's
because safe as that can be; do the installation improperly and it's potentially deadly. That's
why there are numerous guidelines surrounding electrical electrical wiring and installations.
The rules can be complicated, for sure, and sometimes confusing, even for learn electricians,
but there are basic concepts and practices that apply to almost every electrical wiring project,
specifically the kind of which DIYers are certified to tackle. Smoothieboard Wiring Diagram from
rigidwiki. The best way to prevent electrical shock is to ALWAYS test wires and devices for
energy before taking care of them or near them. Simply shutting away the power is not good
enough. Additional, a possibility uncommon with regard to circuit breaker boxes to be
mislabeled, particularly when the electrical support has been extended or perhaps adapted over
the particular years. The signal breaker label might not accurately describe the particular circuit
breaker really controls. All electrical cabling and devices have got an amperage, or perhaps
amp, rating. This particular is the highest quantity of electrical existing they can safely bring.
Most traditional household brake lines are rated regarding 15 amps or perhaps 20 amps, whilst
large-appliance circuits such as for electric washer dryer combos and ranges might be rated
with regard to 30, 40, 55 amps, or maybe more. Whenever installing or replacing wiring or
gadgets, all of the particular parts you make use of need to have the correct amperage rating for
the circuit. For example, a amp circuit must have got gauge wiring, which is rated regarding 20
amps. In case you install gauge, amp wiring about that circuit, an individual create a open fire
hazard for the reason that amp circuit breaker protecting that circuit may possibly not shut
down just before the amp electrical wiring overheats. Whenever replacing a change, light
fixture, or outlet receptacle, help to make sure not to be able to use a device of which is rated
regarding more amperage than the circuit carries. This is particularly important when replacing
receptacles. A container rated for amps has a distinctive prong shape within which one of the
up and down slots includes a To shape. This form allows amp devices, which have a matching
T-shaped prong, to be inserted. Installing such a receptacle on a new amp circuit makes it
possible in order to possibly overload the particular circuit if you plug this kind of amp
appliance with it. Take note, however, that there is simply no danger to installing amp
receptacles inside amp circuits since it is flawlessly fine when a new plug-in device attracts less
power compared to the circuit amperage. In fact, that is fairly normal with regard to amp
general-use circuits to be born with amp receptacles. Electrical energy travels along
conductors, like wires in addition to the metal associates of outlets and sockets. Tight
connections between conductors create smooth transitions from one conductor to another. But
loose contacts act like speed bumps, restricting the particular flow and producing friction and
temperature. Very loose connections can result in arcing, through which electricity leaps
through the air from one conductor to another, creating huge heat. Prevent fire hazards by
making sure all wiring connections are restricted and also have full contact in the conductors
becoming joined. When splicing wires together, always use approved wire connectors "wire
nuts". Outlet receptacles plus switches in many cases are made with push-fit wire connection
slots about the back, along with the traditional screw-terminal contacts on the attributes from
the device. These push-fit connections are notorious for loosening or failing, therefore
professional electricians practically unanimously avoid all of them in favor of making very
restricted and secure attach terminal connections. Grounding and polarization are essential for
that safety regarding modern electrical techniques. Grounding offers a risk-free path for stray

electrical current brought on by a mistake or other issue in a circuit. Polarization makes sure
that electric current travels coming from the source along "hot" wires plus returns to the
particular source along fairly neutral wires. Always adhere to manufacturer's wiring layouts
when replacing a new fixture, and understandâ€”and useâ€”your home's grounding system to
guarantee grounding and polarization remain intact. Right now there are a selection of methods
to analyze for grounding in addition to polarization. An easy plug-in circuit analyzer application,
available for a few dollars, will create it possible in order to routinely check stores to be sure
they usually are wired correctly. The National Electrical Code NEC requires that every electrical
wiring connections be made inside an appropriate housing. In most cases, this means the box.
Enclosures not merely protect the connectionsâ€”and protect men and women coming from
accidental contact together with those connectionsâ€”they furthermore provide opportinity for
acquiring conductors like electric cables and devices. The rule here is simple: don't be lazy. If a
person need to create a wiring splice, install a junction box and secure the cables to the
container with cable magnetic clamps. Never leave a splice or additional connection exposed or
even unsecured. You must be logged in to post a comment. Facebook Tweet Pin. Vital Tips for
Safe Electrical Repairs 1. Always analyze for power just before working on virtually any circuit
wires. Check Amperage Rankings All electrical cabling and devices have got an amperage, or
perhaps amp, rating. Choosing typically the Right Amperage Whenever replacing a change,
light fixture, or outlet receptacle, help to make sure not to be able to use a device of which is
rated regarding more amperage than the circuit carries. Make Limited Wiring Connections
Electrical energy travels along conductors, like wires in addition to the metal associates of
outlets and sockets. Respect Grounding and Polarization Grounding and polarization are
essential for that safety regarding modern electrical techniques. Leave a Comment Cancel reply
You must be logged in to post a comment. The main goal of this guide is to provide basic
electrical knowledge to beginners and to share some useful tips and ideas of how to achieve
nice wiring for your machines. There are thousands of awesome builders around the world with
top notch parts and genius concepts but when it come to wiring, a common approch is to hide
everything behind some panels and place two zip ties. While it will surely work, spending a few
hours organizing and optimizing your wiring is a win-win. Your machine will be safer, cleaner
and you won't even need to hide everything anymore ;. It can save you time later debugging
problems or upgrading parts without rewiring them all the way. This section is a basic summary
of electricity. It will teach you how to safely wire your machine. First thing to mention is the fact
that there are different electrical laws in different countries. They can be very too strict to
irrelevant dangerous , different units or different colors. This guide tries to be as global as
possible but don't take for granted that everything will apply in your country. If you have any
doubts, please refer to your local rules. Mains electricity is the general-purpose
alternating-current AC electric power supply of your house. The nominal voltage is V Volts for
North America, Japan and a few countries or V for most of the rest of the world. Most of our
machines runs on single phase power. They should plug into a 3 poles electrical inlet
composed of the following:. L is for live, also known as hot or phase. It carries the alternate
current to your house. This is the main source of danger! You shouldn't be able to touch
exposed parts connected to L while plugged. N is for neutral. It completes the electrical circuit
remaining at a voltage in proximity to 0V. The neutral is connected to the ground Earth , and
therefore has nearly the same electrical potential as the earth. This prevents the power circuits
from increasing beyond earth voltage, such as when they are struck by lightning or become
otherwise charged. Earth wire or ground written GND, P or PE connects the chassis of
equipment to earth ground as a protection against faults electric shock. DC power are provided
by power supply unit PSU. Co2 lasers have their own specific power supply. You'll start to feel a
small bite at 24V. By the way you should always work on your electrical components without
power because the tiny circuit running on 3. As seen earlier, earth is for security. In case of
default, by example from an equipment, a wire breaking or a screw coming loose, conductive
parts of your machine may end connected to live! And there's no way to detect it until you or
your kids, or your pets touch it. As we do not like surprise BBQ, there's a simple way to prevent
that : earthing everything. Here's some examples of things to earth:. Furthermore earthing those
big conductive parts will helps with static electrical discharges and prevent them to damage
your brand new smoothieboard! Your house has protection. They are different accordingly to
your local rules. In case of electrical default they may be too slow to react so adding a fuse on
the mains of your machine is a good idea. You can buy nice inlets with integrated fuse like this
one :. For bigger power, a circuit breaker is a better option as they are a quicker to react in case
of problem the fuse needs to melt. Even quicker, the RCCB Residual current circuit breaker will
check the currents leaving to and returning from the load and compare them. If the difference is
bigger than a fixed threshold usually 30mA , it will open. Let's start our tour in cables jungle.

Here's some basic tips about how to choose them. Some simple but nonetheless important
notions because cables can overheat and potentially catch fire if they are sized improperly or
wear out due to improper strain relief. Thomas Sandalerer has made a great work resuming this
chapter in this video :. Not much choice here, you got to choose between solid-core and
stranded wire. Solid-core or single-stranded are cheaper to make, stay in shape when bent and
can be used in screw terminals without using ferrules. However they will fail quickly if used on
moving parts as stretching and compressing cooper too many times will break it. Stranded wire
are a bit more pricey but they are flexible and therefore more suitable for repetitive movements.
However, they don't keep their shape as well as solid-core so you'll need a little more cable
management to keep everything tidy. It's also a good idea to use ferrules on them when using
screw terminals to keep all the tiny wires together. Make sure any wire you choose to use is
actually copper, as the cheaper copper-clad-aluminum wires will break way more easily under
stress and fail over time in most connectors. Another good alternative is silicone shielded wire,
as used in electric RC cars. It's a good bit more expensive but is actually a perfect match for the
job. Shielded cables are surrounded by a metallic mesh providing shielding against
electromagnetic interference EMI. They can prevent a power cable, like one on a VFD
Variable-Frequency Drive , from emitting to much noise that could cause issues to other wires
around it. In our case, shielded cables are not required unless you are running a VFD controlled
spindle CNC or high power laser tubes. Now that you know which type to use, we need to
choose a wire size: Wire's size cross-section determines how much current you can safely pass
through. An under-sized wired will generate heat and insulation can melt leading to short circuit
or catch fire. When I doubt, one rule: Bigger is safer! There is different ways to speak of wire's
sizes. AWG's notation is followed by a number. Don't get confused, a greater number indicates
a smaller wire diameter and and a small number indicates bigger wire. You can find conversion
charts between the two units online but what interests us more is how many amps each size
can carry:. Tier 1 - sensors, indicators, thermistors, small stepper less than 1. Tier 2 - Hotend
Heaters, bigger motor more than 1. Color coding your wire is an easy way to identify them later
by just looking at them. Color coding is generally ruled by electrical laws of countries. Here's
the most important :. While our machines usually run at VDC, it's a good idea to reserve at least
the neutral and earth colors. In this chapter you will find useful components used in electrical
cabinet to achieve nice and clean machines. The idea is to show you what exists on the market
how it's called so you can source it. You will be able to find this items either online on shops
like aliexpress, banggood, ebay, etc. Again take this as an insight of how we do thing in
industrial electrical engineering. Here's a few things you can use to manage your wires and
cables but also pneumatic or water hoses, filament tubes, etc. The slotted ones are very handy,
wires can go in or out where you want. If you have a hot spot full of cables, you can cut somes
parts to widthen the slot. Just cut to length and screw in place. They exist in many size of width
and height, take some time to choose the right one. Make sure to use if possible flat head
screws or at least with no sharp edges who can damage your wires. The main downside is that
you sometimes need to sacrifice space to place them, especially inside electrical cabinets or
let's say the electronics area of your printer. Useful to link moving parts over short distance like
extruder carriages. They are no brain to use but once in place it's not the happiest thing to have
to add new wires inside. The holy grail for CNC routers but they fit perfectly on smaller 3d
printers too. Like wire trunking they're available in many size by meter s. Don't worry if the
length is too long for your need. You can just remove some elements until you get the correct
length. You will found two types, one closed, the other can be open all the way to make you
happier when adding new wires. You probably know well terminals as elements on your control
board where you connect your wires. I'd like to introduce another type of terminals used in
industry to simplify wiring job. They have similar function as screw terminals strips: connect
circuits together. Where screw terminals have only 2 connection points these industrial
terminals can have up to 4 connections points and can be are multilevel to save space. They
exist in different size for different wire size. Standard size is up to 2. Connection points can
either be spring clamps or screws. Screw connections require crimping ferrules on flex wires.
On the left: 2 level terminal with 3 clamp connection points on each. Each terminal or terminal's
stage can be bridged with its neighbours in red on the right. Bridges can be purchased at any
special length from 2 to 10 or The longer is the better since you can cut them afterward. Use
them as wire interface between the inside and the outside of your control box. Below: internal
cabinets wiring come from the bottom cable way, upper cables go to actuators, sensors, etc.
Crimping connectors are a cheap and easy way to connect our electrical components. They are
many types available. The most known are Dupont, Molex or the simple headers as found on
arduino, etc. The smoothieboard comes with a complet set of Dupont connectors for the
stepper motors, endstops and thermistors. They require some dexterity to crimp and we

strongly advise you to buy a cheap crimping tool on one of your favourite asian web store. It
will last you a life and save a lot of time and anger. The so called aviation type connectors are
cheap, provide a more solid connection than Crimped connectors showed above. They too are
available in many configurations depending of the number of pins and pin size. Pin needs to be
soldered, make sure you have a soldering iron. These connectors make great connectors for
controller enclosures, see examples at the bottom of this page. Navigate between steps with
side arrows. Remove the iron and the cool. Done again! Soldering flux makes everything work
much better, and takes soldering from a chore to a pleasure. Simply get a bottle or a pen of flux,
apply liberally, then solder as you would normally, and everything will be great. Nothing better
than example. Here's a quick example of zip tie wiring around a terminal block who could be
your smoothie board, a PSU, stepper driver or whatever Navigate between steps with side
arrows. For comprehension non-cutted zip ties are the last applied. I used medium zip ties for
visibility. For a real project adjust the size depending of the amount of wires and their gauge. At
this point this "side" is done. First I double the last zip tie but I don't tighten it fully to be able to
move it. Because it's barely loose, the wire shouldn't cross themselves. Adjust length between
inside and outside cables so everything looks smooth! Tighten it. Repeat until the end Show
pagesource Old revisions Backlinks. How to wire your smoothieboard. Notes Basic electricity is
not a really difficult domain. It's dangerous if you don't know what you're doing and what can be
dangerous. Remember that common sense is a great asset for not dying in the process. They
should plug into a 3 poles electrical inlet composed of the following: L is for live, also known as
hot or phase. DC power at these voltages is not dangerous. Here's some examples of things to
earth: your aluminium extrusion chassis. You can buy nice inlets with integrated fuse like this
one : For bigger power, a circuit breaker is a better option as they are a quicker to react in case
of problem the fuse needs to melt. Note Shield mesh should not be considered or used as a
grounding cable. It could work on a low powered DC printer, but if there are any AC mains used
in your setup it could potentially cause a deadly failure. The shield itself needs to be connected
to ground on the controller side, not on the actuator or captor end, and should not be used as a
grounding source for anything that you're connecting the wire to. You can find conversion
charts between the two units online but what interests us more is how many amps each size
can carry: AWG Maximum amps 24 0. Here's the most important : Brown, black or grey for Live.
How to The crimping operation is quite straight forward: strip about 2mm of the wire. You can
adjust the tool to crimp more or less the pin by removing the srew and turning the dial on the
side see picture above. Guide on how to crimp connectors. Sparkfun's "working with wire". Tips
Remove the really small screw to open the connector and try not to lose it by replacing it on the
black part during your work inside. Basic: Wire stripper. Reminders and tips: Be careful with the
iron: touching heated parts can seriously burn
toyota p0135
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your hands or something else, with a bit of talent. Don't forget to unplug the iron when you
have completed your job Very bad room heatingâ€¦. Use only lead-free solder, your lungs will
thank you later. Some use a small fan to vent it away. You will quite soon feel the need of a third
or fourth arm when soldering; be creative and use clamps, weight, vise, girlfriend, etc. Soldering
is hard If you don't like soldering, it's probably that you just forgot to buy flux. Reminders and
tips: Always connect one side, route the wire to the other s end s nicely, then cut and connect.
Always add extra length of wire. It costs not so much and will save you time replacing the too
short ones. You'll get better looking cabinets if you place all the zip ties facing the same way.
This is an example, don't hesitate to combine zip ties with cable ways or sleeves depending
yours needs. Except where otherwise noted, content on this wiki is licensed under the following
license: CC Attribution-Share Alike 4.

